**Explanation of Online Course Section Numbers That are Noted in Listings of SIU Carbondale Online Classes**

840 – 849  These section numbers indicate online courses that are part of the Online MBA Program:
Course subjects may include ABE and BA.

940 – 949  These section numbers indicate online courses that are part of another Online Program:
Course subjects may include ACCT, AH, ARC, AVT, BUS, CCJ, DH, EET, EST, FIN, HCM, HTA, IMAE, ISAT, IST, JRNL, MGMT, MHA, MHI, MKTG, MSFS, QEM, RAD, and TRM.

950 – 959  These section numbers indicate online courses that are not part of a specific Online Program:
950 is for Undergraduate credit only; 951 is for Graduate credit only; 952 is for both Undergraduate and Graduate credit; 953 to 959 are additional sections to 950, 951, or 952.

95A – 95Z  Section numbers starting with “95” and ending with a letter designation are online courses offered to specific groups of students (exclusively or primarily). Letter designation meanings vary among departments as noted for the following course subjects:

- **AUT** 95W and 95X and 95Y and 95Z are for students at Harry S. Truman College;
- **EST** 95E is for students at MCAS Cherry Point, 95G is for those at Great Lakes NTC, 95I is for those at NAS Jacksonville, 95O is for those at MCAS New River, and 95P is for those at NAS North Island;
- **HCM** 95M and 95N and 95Q are for military students (military students enrolled in seated courses at a military location or military students completing the HCM program online may register);
- **HTA** 95Z is for students at University Center of Lake County;
- **IMAE** 95M is for Active Duty service members;
- **ISAT** 95M is for Active Duty service members;
- **PSM** 95U is for students at PSMH Kankakee, 95V is for those at Bensenville FPD, 95W is for those at Triton College, 95X is for those at Mt. San Antonio College, 95Y is for those at University Center of Lake County, and 95Z is for those at Joliet Junior College;
- **SPED** 95Z is for students at University Center of Lake County;
- **TRM** 95Y and 95Z are for students at University Center of Lake County and Triton College, but are not necessarily restricted to students at those locations;
- **WED** 95W and 95X are for students in the Pacific zone, 95C and 95D are for those in the Central zone, 95E and 95F are for those in the Eastern zone (but are not restricted to off-campus students), and 95M and 95N are for military students.

980 – 989  These section numbers indicate hybrid courses that are mostly online but include an on-campus component:
Course subjects may include ARC, CHEM, CI, CLAS, EA, FOR, GEOL, HED, HTA, IMAE, JPN, KIN, PARL, PH, POLS, RAD, REC, REHB, and SOC.

**Note:** A course Section Number is the last three characters of what we refer to as the Course ID (made up of the Subject, the Course Number, and the Section Number).